Student Co-Op Survey
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Q2 Grade:
Answered: 170

Skipped: 0
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Q3 Gender:
Answered: 168

Skipped: 2
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Q4 Do you participate in any Arcadia/Loup
City Co-Op Activities?
Answered: 170

Skipped: 0
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Q5 What are some positive aspects of the
Co-Op?
Answered: 156

Skipped: 14

#

Responses

Date

1

Bigger team and more flexible players.

3/20/2015 10:28 AM

2

To meet new people

3/20/2015 10:27 AM

3

You have more people to practice with.

3/20/2015 10:26 AM

4

More players, and it's easier to play college football if you play 11 man and it's hard in 6 man.

3/20/2015 10:26 AM

5

We have bigger teams and meeting new people.

3/20/2015 10:25 AM

6

Play 11 man football.

3/20/2015 10:25 AM

7

We get better facilities and make new friends. We also have more total people to go out.

3/20/2015 10:23 AM

8

I think it's nice that we can work together with another school.

3/20/2015 10:22 AM

9

Other sports are offered for those who want to participate in things like golf.

3/20/2015 10:21 AM

10

Enough people to play.

3/20/2015 10:21 AM

11

It lets us be able to have new people that we can look forward to playing with and meet new friends.

3/20/2015 10:20 AM

12

Make new friends.

3/20/2015 10:19 AM

13

Get to try to do good at that co-op.

3/20/2015 10:18 AM

14

Make new friends. Have to work for your spot.

3/20/2015 10:18 AM

15

I like the co-op because we get to play with other kids.

3/20/2015 10:17 AM

16

Having more people and being better at sports.

3/20/2015 10:16 AM

17

You have a lot more people on a team.

3/20/2015 10:16 AM

18

Our teams are larger.

3/20/2015 10:15 AM

19

Got to be able to meet new people.

3/20/2015 10:14 AM

20

Numbers

3/20/2015 10:14 AM

21

We have bigger and better teams.

3/20/2015 10:13 AM

22

We have bigger and better teams.

3/20/2015 10:13 AM

23

It makes your team bigger, therefore more spots are filled. It grows bonds between the kids. It gets up in other
areas in sports.

3/20/2015 10:12 AM

24

We can do more sports.

3/20/2015 10:11 AM

25

More people. Meet new people. We can do more sports.

3/20/2015 10:11 AM

26

You don't have the pressure to go out for sports.

3/20/2015 10:10 AM

27

There have been many friendships throughout the season. It also helps with the amount of kids out. The Co-op
has given other kids lots of opportunities.

3/20/2015 10:09 AM

28

You can learn how to work together

3/20/2015 10:09 AM

29

Get to know another community, meet new people, and more opportunities.

3/20/2015 10:08 AM

30

More kids

3/20/2015 10:07 AM

31

More opportunities

3/20/2015 10:07 AM
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32

More kids for sports

3/20/2015 10:06 AM

33

More people to play with in sports.

3/20/2015 10:05 AM

34

More opportunities

3/20/2015 10:05 AM

35

It offers golf. There is a chance to meet new people.

3/20/2015 10:04 AM

36

More competition for positions. More numbers.

3/20/2015 10:03 AM

37

It gives people the opportunity to try golf and cross country. It also gives us a chance to meet new people.

3/20/2015 10:02 AM

38

Athletes who don't participate in volleyball can do golf or cross country instead. Learn to work with people who
you don't see during the day and maybe don't know well.

3/20/2015 10:01 AM

39

We have more sports to choose from. I got to meet more friends.

3/20/2015 9:59 AM

40

More diversity of players. Opportunities to play bigger and better schools in sports.

3/18/2015 11:09 AM

41

Players playing in different positions in different activities.

3/17/2015 10:23 AM

42

meet new people

3/11/2015 1:48 PM

43

Helps out to have some extra people in wresteling to have a all the weights filled

3/11/2015 9:57 AM

44

more people team.

3/11/2015 9:55 AM

45

We are able to have more kids out for sports so like during basketball, football, or volleyball, you are able to
substitute kids more.

3/11/2015 9:55 AM

46

I think that the Co-Op is a plus to our school because it lets the team grow in numbers. It adds to the team to help
build up team work.

3/11/2015 9:53 AM

47

to treat the others as if u were on a team as your team mate

3/11/2015 9:53 AM

48

extra players

3/11/2015 9:53 AM

49

In boys golf we got bumped up to class c-2 which makes it much harder for us to go to state. This happened for
one player to join the team.

3/11/2015 9:52 AM

50

none

3/11/2015 9:52 AM

51

we are more competitive. without arcadia, our basketball and football teams would have been horrible. They bring
a lot to us

3/11/2015 9:52 AM

52

i don't know i do not watch any activity

3/11/2015 9:51 AM

53

get to see your freinds.

3/11/2015 9:51 AM

54

More kids in sports

3/11/2015 9:51 AM

55

you have more players so you will have a bigger team

3/11/2015 9:51 AM

56

More people for the teams.

3/11/2015 9:51 AM

57

Some positive aspects are got a lot better chance of taking teams to state and that's about it.

3/11/2015 9:51 AM

58

It adds more athletes for a sport so there are enough players, it adds competitiveness for starting spots

3/11/2015 9:51 AM

59

Track

3/11/2015 9:51 AM

60

IDK

3/11/2015 9:51 AM

61

I feel that some positive aspects of the co-op include, having more students to play with opens our options and
makes people actually play for there spot on the team instead of just being handed it. I also like the idea of the coop in the aspect of interacting with new people; what I mean by this is yes we interact with people as we are
participating in sports but when we are co-op like this we have the opportunity to make many new and possibly
fairly close friends. In volleyball we always say that we aren't just a team we are a family and feel like that goes all
around to all the sports.

3/11/2015 9:51 AM

62

More players for sports

3/11/2015 9:50 AM

63

Getting to play with different people and it brings more athleticism to both schools.

3/11/2015 9:50 AM
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64

Meet the Arcadia students and it's more competitive.

3/11/2015 9:50 AM

65

Meet new people.

3/11/2015 9:50 AM

66

We have more players on the teams.

3/11/2015 9:50 AM

67

Brings more athleticism to the school so that as a team and two schools we are better.

3/11/2015 9:50 AM

68

We can combine athletics and abilities to better the whole of the group, in order to succeed.

3/11/2015 9:50 AM

69

Some positive aspects of the Co-Op are that it helps our teams/activities have more people involved. It helps our
activities become bigger and have people in them.

3/11/2015 9:50 AM

70

More kids to practice with.

3/11/2015 9:50 AM

71

The Co-Op gives us bigger sports teams, we can have more support and be more active, Arcadia doesn't have
that many people so they would have smaller sports teams and be less likely to qualify in some activities

3/11/2015 9:50 AM

72

It makes us better, but the Arcadia kids are rude and we aren't the right school to be with them no1 gets along.

3/11/2015 9:50 AM

73

we wouldn't have enough students to play football or two teams of basketball without the co-op.

3/11/2015 9:50 AM

74

i cant see any

3/11/2015 9:49 AM

75

more players and better variety of athletes

3/11/2015 9:49 AM

76

The benefit of a bigger team and better players for varsity teams.

3/11/2015 9:49 AM

77

It gives us a chance to get to know and bond with the other kids from Arcadia. I think in some aspects, it really
helps us grow as a team. Everybody brings something different to the table, and some of that, just as one school,
we may not have had.

3/11/2015 9:49 AM

78

i can not think of any.

3/11/2015 9:49 AM

79

There is more players on the sports teams. We have the talent from both schools.

3/11/2015 9:49 AM

80

We have more people on our teams and we get to make more friends during sports.

3/11/2015 9:49 AM

81

We have gained more students for sports that may have been slim in some areas and having the support from
some of the crowd and students

3/11/2015 9:49 AM

82

More people that are in the sports.

3/11/2015 9:48 AM

83

Creates Friendship with other people outside of our school.

3/11/2015 9:48 AM

84

more players on the team.

3/11/2015 9:48 AM

85

It gives more kids for sports.

3/11/2015 9:48 AM

86

none

3/11/2015 9:48 AM

87

There are a lot more players on each team.

3/11/2015 9:48 AM

88

Help them get better at the sports they want to play

3/11/2015 9:48 AM

89

It allows Arcadia students to participate in a larger team activity like football and volleyball.

3/11/2015 9:48 AM

90

we get more players for the activities

3/11/2015 9:48 AM

91

Bigger teams for sports

3/11/2015 9:48 AM

92

Don't know

3/11/2015 9:48 AM

93

I have met several friends because of the co-op. Their are very good athletes that come from Arcadia.

3/11/2015 9:48 AM

94

We get more coaches.

3/11/2015 9:48 AM

95

Athleticism

3/11/2015 9:48 AM

96

It helped both schools out with sports. During football we have enough kids to scrimmage against.

3/11/2015 9:48 AM

97

We have a lot more players and you really have to work for your playing time

3/11/2015 9:48 AM
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98

It gives students the opportunity to get to know other students. Gets more player for a team if we didn't have
enough.

3/11/2015 9:48 AM

99

It provides more players an the teams.

3/11/2015 9:48 AM

100

THE FUN IN SPORTS.

3/11/2015 9:48 AM

101

More players.

3/11/2015 9:47 AM

102

I don't know

3/11/2015 9:47 AM

103

We somewhat have more of a chance of winning

3/11/2015 9:47 AM

104

More players on the teams.

3/11/2015 9:47 AM

105

we have more athletic people, more students in athletics, made more friends

3/11/2015 9:47 AM

106

We have more people go out for sports and makes us a better team overall

3/11/2015 9:47 AM

107

I don't see that all players get treated equally in some sports. Some coaches are not being good and just wasting
our time with the bench.

3/11/2015 9:47 AM

108

You get to see what it is like playing sports with another school. You also get a better team and can make new
friends.

3/11/2015 9:47 AM

109

There are more players and coaches in the sports, and that can be a good thing.

3/11/2015 9:47 AM

110

Helps out Loup City and it helps out Arcadia.

3/11/2015 9:47 AM

111

it makes our teams bigger

3/11/2015 9:47 AM

112

There are more athletes for the teams.

3/11/2015 9:47 AM

113

There are more players.

3/11/2015 9:46 AM

114

We have more players.

3/11/2015 9:46 AM

115

No idea

3/11/2015 9:46 AM

116

I had fun paying sports with Arcadia and thought they adeed to our team.

3/11/2015 9:46 AM

117

More people are on a team and there is a better chance of winning more things

3/11/2015 9:46 AM

118

More kids which helps

3/11/2015 9:46 AM

119

Helps numbers on sports and makes competition greater. The Co-Op makes kids have to push harder to
succeed to their goals. The Co-Op is good for not just our school but both schools in general.

3/11/2015 9:46 AM

120

We have more people.

3/11/2015 9:46 AM

121

You get more players on the team.

3/11/2015 9:46 AM

122

there is more people

3/11/2015 9:45 AM

123

There are more people on our athletic teams.

3/11/2015 9:45 AM

124

More players on the team

3/11/2015 9:45 AM

125

I like playing sports with them.

3/11/2015 9:44 AM

126

More Team Members and meet new people

3/11/2015 9:44 AM

127

we get to know the other school better

3/11/2015 9:44 AM

128

There are more people to use during events. Some are more suited for positions.

3/11/2015 9:44 AM

129

more players

3/11/2015 9:42 AM

130

More coaches and more players

3/11/2015 9:42 AM

131

Some positive aspects are that there are more students to make a full team then just having Loup City students
or Arcadia students.

3/11/2015 9:41 AM

132

The Co-Op is beneficial because we have some sports that need the extra people.

3/11/2015 9:41 AM
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133

We have great numbers now and can play full JV games and we have competition to earn every minute of
playing time.

3/11/2015 9:40 AM

134

More students to participate in sports

3/11/2015 9:39 AM

135

1.friends 2.more numbers

3/11/2015 9:39 AM

136

There are more kids to participate in some of the activities to give a the school a full team

3/11/2015 9:39 AM

137

More athletes and different coaches

3/11/2015 9:39 AM

138

More teammates

3/11/2015 9:39 AM

139

Having the numbers and having the talent from both of the schools is nice

3/11/2015 9:38 AM

140

You meet new people.

3/11/2015 9:38 AM

141

The Co-Op does not effect me.

3/11/2015 9:38 AM

142

There are a lot of kids participating.

3/11/2015 9:38 AM

143

More players

3/11/2015 9:37 AM

144

Better team

3/11/2015 9:37 AM

145

More students are available for sports so there are more possible athletes. More athletes means higher
possibility of better athletes aka better team.

3/11/2015 9:34 AM

146

More Students are in the activities and that makes the teams better.

3/11/2015 9:34 AM

147

more people go out

3/11/2015 9:34 AM

148

I Found No Positive Aspect

3/11/2015 9:33 AM

149

more players

3/11/2015 9:33 AM

150

Nothing

3/11/2015 9:33 AM

151

nothing

3/11/2015 9:32 AM

152

More people on the teams Gives the opportunity to have Freshman, JV and Varsity teams

3/11/2015 9:32 AM

153

nothing.

3/11/2015 9:32 AM

154

Helps with leadership and compition

3/11/2015 9:32 AM

155

Ii have no opinion

3/11/2015 9:31 AM

156

The Arcadia kids are nice.

3/11/2015 9:22 AM
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Q6 What are some areas of improvement
for the Co-Op?
Answered: 154

Skipped: 16

#

Responses

Date

1

Pay more attention to the whole team instead of 5 or 6 people.

3/20/2015 10:28 AM

2

We don't need any improvements.

3/20/2015 10:27 AM

3

More practice in Arcadia.

3/20/2015 10:26 AM

4

Arcadia always drives to Loup City.

3/20/2015 10:26 AM

5

Some improvements should be equality. It needs to be 50/50 like they said. I think no. We might get more
opportunities, but it's not fair with the schools. We are wasting gas going to practice over there all the time. Our
students aren't treated fairly.

3/20/2015 10:25 AM

6

I really have no idea.

3/20/2015 10:25 AM

7

Making sure everything is fifty-fifty, meaning practices and games (football, volleyball, basketball). Voting the way
the public wants its board to vote. Not lying to the public about what is going on.

3/20/2015 10:23 AM

8

More practices in Arcadia.

3/20/2015 10:22 AM

9

Fair number of practices in each town. Fair number of games in each town. I don't feel the co-op has been very
beneficial but I don't feel comfortable answering this with limited information. I don't like it personally.

3/20/2015 10:21 AM

10

Knowing where practice is.

3/20/2015 10:21 AM

11

Some better coaches. 50/50 games and practices.

3/20/2015 10:20 AM

12

Practice schedule.

3/20/2015 10:19 AM

13

Try to improve what you did last year.

3/20/2015 10:18 AM

14

Have practice schedules figured out.

3/20/2015 10:18 AM

15

We should have more practices in Arcadia and more junior high games.

3/20/2015 10:17 AM

16

Practices should be more in Arcadia.

3/20/2015 10:16 AM

17

The practices should be more equal. They should have more practices in track.

3/20/2015 10:16 AM

18

We could have an equal amount of time in practice in Loup City and Arcadia.

3/20/2015 10:15 AM

19

Split games half. Make them more fair.

3/20/2015 10:14 AM

20

Equality in practices at both schools.

3/20/2015 10:14 AM

21

We need to/can learn that, this is a team effort, and not one person can be the #1 player all of the time.

3/20/2015 10:13 AM

22

We can work together more and get to know each other.

3/20/2015 10:13 AM

23

Getting money together for new football helmets. Split the practices and games half and half.

3/20/2015 10:12 AM

24

Practice in Arcadia more.

3/20/2015 10:11 AM

25

Communication

3/20/2015 10:11 AM

26

Getting along with them better and being equal

3/20/2015 10:10 AM

27

I think in order to compete in the Lou Platte Conference, we need to improve our areas of coaching (volleyball
and basketball)

3/20/2015 10:09 AM

28

The teams are getting bigger

3/20/2015 10:09 AM

29

I think we should be able to compete in the Lou Platte Conference.

3/20/2015 10:08 AM
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30

Transportation

3/20/2015 10:07 AM

31

Time we leave for practice

3/20/2015 10:07 AM

32

Transportation and places to practice.

3/20/2015 10:06 AM

33

More games in Arcadia and practices.

3/20/2015 10:05 AM

34

Communication between coaches

3/20/2015 10:05 AM

35

There needs to be more practices in Arcadia. Loup City is making everbody go over there every day just about
and it really isnt' fair. This is one sided and we are losing.

3/20/2015 10:04 AM

36

2 Home football games. Loup City parents need to stop hastling coaches. More practices in Arcadia (all track are
in Loup City)

3/20/2015 10:03 AM

37

Practice should not always be in Loup City, that is unfair to all of the Arcadia students.

3/20/2015 10:02 AM

38

Communication between Arcadia and Loup City coaches.

3/20/2015 10:01 AM

39

We should have more practices in Arcadia

3/20/2015 9:59 AM

40

Better facilities that are able to withstand the number of crowd members that attend games.

3/18/2015 11:09 AM

41

I feel as though the coaches need to look at individual players not as towns, I felt that during some sports there
were more of one schools players being played because the coach was from there and the actual talent was
being left on the sideline/bench. I feel that the coaches should let everyone have an opportunity to gain playing
time, not just from talent but hard work and dedication to that activity.

3/17/2015 10:23 AM

42

Coaches,

3/11/2015 1:48 PM

43

better coaches that don't pick a select few and just play them and that don't favor the arcadia kids because the is
not a fair opportunity to play in that sport. Arcadia should put some more money in this co-op because it seems
like they are just getting a free ride that Loup City pays for.

3/11/2015 9:57 AM

44

more team mates

3/11/2015 9:55 AM

45

We should have practices and home games in Loup City because we got the better facilitates in all of the sports
and a lot of other schools don't want to play the sporting event in Arcadia.

3/11/2015 9:55 AM

46

I think it could be improved by adding more sports with the Co-Op they can be a stronger team.

3/11/2015 9:53 AM

47

to have us take charge and say what we want

3/11/2015 9:53 AM

48

traveling between schools because we get out at 3:37 and they get out at 3:45 so it takes 10-15 more minutes for
them to get over here

3/11/2015 9:53 AM

49

Just get it done and quit the co-op.

3/11/2015 9:52 AM

50

not to have to wait so long for Arcadia to get here.

3/11/2015 9:52 AM

51

Arcadia needs to have more school vehicles. During football it was ridiculous that we had to wait until after 4:30 to
start practice. They often had to wait for a van to get done with the bus route in order for them to come over. I
think the co-op is good, but for it to work out better Arcadia needs to have more school vehicles available.

3/11/2015 9:52 AM

52

stop favoring Arcadian kids

3/11/2015 9:51 AM

53

don't have the co-op

3/11/2015 9:51 AM

54

where games and practices are at

3/11/2015 9:51 AM

55

not to argue about dumb thinngs and you have to always to go arcadia for practice

3/11/2015 9:51 AM

56

The transportation, coaching, where the games are played.

3/11/2015 9:51 AM

57

Better practice planning. I'm tired of having short notice for practice.

3/11/2015 9:51 AM

58

I think the Co-op is alright and don't need much work and it seems fairly organized and fair

3/11/2015 9:51 AM

59

Sometimes we should practice seperate

3/11/2015 9:51 AM

60

more coaches from loup city even playing time

3/11/2015 9:51 AM
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61

I feel some areas of the co-op that can be improved on include the transportation between schools. It does make
some practices a slight bit longer, especially for the kids that are still 20-25 minutes away from there own school.
Also I think we can improve on the attitudes between coaches from each school towards the students to the
opposite school.

3/11/2015 9:51 AM

62

Don't favor one town, sport practices, rotate activities between here and Arcadia.

3/11/2015 9:50 AM

63

Transportation.

3/11/2015 9:50 AM

64

Travel times for practice. We always have to wait 15 to 30 minutes for Arcadia to get here and same for us when
we have to go to Arcadia. It also seems like Loup City goes to Arcadia a lot more for football and basketball then
loup City and we have more students and we have to take a bus verse Arcadia bringing a van.

3/11/2015 9:50 AM

65

Be early for practice.

3/11/2015 9:50 AM

66

staying at our school and not always traveling to Arcadia.

3/11/2015 9:50 AM

67

Transportation.

3/11/2015 9:50 AM

68

The group doesn't mesh that well. Teams are not open with eachother, more just with their own school. But, that
could easily change in a few years, with some older classes gone.

3/11/2015 9:50 AM

69

I feel that we need improvements in how the practices are set up. I feel it has been an issue with people not
knowing where practices are and the transportation costs can be expensive. I also feel we need to have the
students from the different schools cooperate better and have the same numbers of students from each school
participating in the activity they belong in.

3/11/2015 9:50 AM

70

Going to Arcadia for practice and waiting to start practice.

3/11/2015 9:50 AM

71

I think we have become better teams and we spend more time supporting our teams a as a bigger group. We
have some really good athletes in both Loup City and Arcadia and we could qualify for state in sports.

3/11/2015 9:50 AM

72

Don't do any of it. I don't do sports because i don't get along with anyone in Arcadia they are rude.

3/11/2015 9:50 AM

73

all of our Jr. High football games were at Arcadia this year and Arcadia's practice field water tastes like rotten fish.

3/11/2015 9:50 AM

74

splitting the practices and games better and not favoring on school more

3/11/2015 9:49 AM

75

The coaches need to split the coaching jobs between each other.

3/11/2015 9:49 AM

76

Communication and Transportation. The communication, ever since it's started, has been kind of off. It gets
confusing when you're told you're going to this place for practice by one coach, and then someone from the other
town says otherwise. Sometimes the transportation is weird. If we had to go somewhere for a game and we were
going to pick them up, we stopped and waited for them, and sometimes we were there for 15-20 minutes.

3/11/2015 9:49 AM

77

with the practices people get home late and then struggle the next day at school.

3/11/2015 9:49 AM

78

Coaches need to treat players from each school the same.

3/11/2015 9:49 AM

79

I don't know.

3/11/2015 9:49 AM

80

Favoritism I believe is a big thing that needs improved by far. I feel that each and every student should have a
chance to play the sport they are going out for and that there should be a coach from both Loup city and Arcadia
and there should be no head coach so that one schools kids gets more playing time then the other schools kids. I
Also believe that if there is going to be a co-op then there should be kids that go out for all the sports and if theirs
not then not all the sports should be co-op.

3/11/2015 9:49 AM

81

The teams are a little better

3/11/2015 9:48 AM

82

The traveling for sports practice

3/11/2015 9:48 AM

83

Not practicing in Arcadia all the time.

3/11/2015 9:48 AM

84

Having more Jr. High football games at Loup City instead of none of them being here they were all in Arcadia.

3/11/2015 9:48 AM

85

getting good transportation so we can actually go to the other school instead of staying at our own gyms for part
of the time

3/11/2015 9:48 AM

86

Equal games at each home site.

3/11/2015 9:48 AM

87

To work together better

3/11/2015 9:48 AM
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88

The football team and the basketball teams are improving because of the co-op.

3/11/2015 9:48 AM

89

Capable of going to state for sports

3/11/2015 9:48 AM

90

extra players when needed

3/11/2015 9:48 AM

91

Coaches have "favorite" players. Besides this I like the co-op!

3/11/2015 9:48 AM

92

When we have practices.

3/11/2015 9:48 AM

93

Better attitude

3/11/2015 9:48 AM

94

All the practices for football, Volleyball and Basketball should be here ( Loup City). We have the better facilities.

3/11/2015 9:48 AM

95

I do not like how late practice goes. One school is always waiting from the other one to get there so practice
starts late and therefore goes later. If you are from the school that had to travel for practice that day you get
home even later. It is really hard to have time finish all your homework, eat, shower, and get a good amount of
sleep.

3/11/2015 9:48 AM

96

Travel. Gym, Track and Wrestling

3/11/2015 9:48 AM

97

There needs to be improvements in the way the schedules work. For example, when the bigger schools come for
basketball games some of those games are in Arcadia. There isn't enough room in the bleachers for everybody.
That's why we need the games in Loup City. The smaller school games can be in played in Arcadia.

3/11/2015 9:48 AM

98

the coaching.

3/11/2015 9:48 AM

99

Where we have practice and games.

3/11/2015 9:47 AM

100

I don't know

3/11/2015 9:47 AM

101

Let more people play

3/11/2015 9:47 AM

102

Have Arcadia boys stop thinking they are better than us

3/11/2015 9:47 AM

103

Could use more games in Loup City.

3/11/2015 9:47 AM

104

know where we're practicing

3/11/2015 9:47 AM

105

Get it done and no more co-op.

3/11/2015 9:47 AM

106

The coaches need to talk more about where practices are so us kids aren't going crazy trying to hurry because
we didn't know where practices are. To me it seems that the coaches that are from the other school don't really
like to help the other players from the different school.

3/11/2015 9:47 AM

107

There are sometimes too many players and coaches, and it is almost too complicated to work with everyone.

3/11/2015 9:47 AM

108

Not really. I like the thought of Co-oping with Arcadia it helps both of our schools out.

3/11/2015 9:47 AM

109

transportation and practices

3/11/2015 9:47 AM

110

The schools getting along. Practice running so late due to waiting on other school.

3/11/2015 9:47 AM

111

Traveling, who gets to play

3/11/2015 9:46 AM

112

Traveling back and fourth from Arcadia and Loup City.

3/11/2015 9:46 AM

113

I don't know

3/11/2015 9:46 AM

114

Not having to drive over for practice as much

3/11/2015 9:46 AM

115

The teams come together better

3/11/2015 9:46 AM

116

not complaining about things not being fair.

3/11/2015 9:46 AM

117

The waiting times on practices. We do not get to have full practice time together. Nothing else really to improve.

3/11/2015 9:46 AM

118

when have more chances of going to state.

3/11/2015 9:46 AM

119

nothing

3/11/2015 9:45 AM

120

The schedule could be fixed to where the people from Arcadia make it to practices on time.

3/11/2015 9:45 AM

121

cant think of any

3/11/2015 9:45 AM
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122

I don't like when we have to split the practices because they have like 3 girls and we have a lot more and we
have to take a bus over there for practice and they can just bring a car.

3/11/2015 9:44 AM

123

Definitely Transportation, getting to practices late and back home late

3/11/2015 9:44 AM

124

the bus rides there is to long

3/11/2015 9:44 AM

125

It takes a large amount of time for the schools to get to each other's practice. The facilities of Arcadia.

3/11/2015 9:44 AM

126

the arcadia kids get more playing time and slow down loup city

3/11/2015 9:42 AM

127

Attitude, and number of home games

3/11/2015 9:42 AM

128

Start practices earlier to get out before 6:00

3/11/2015 9:41 AM

129

I believe that a lot could be improved when addressing the Co-Op. I feel as though some of the coaches are not
as accepting to students from the opposite school, on both ends. To be honest, I have quit Co-Op activities in the
past because of this reason. Each coach should value all players equally no matter what school they are from, or
what their skill level is in the sport. Each participant should feel valued and important.

3/11/2015 9:41 AM

130

Coaches need to treat everybody the same no matter where they are from and they need to give everybody an
equal shot for playing time. Boys golf should not be cooped because the Loup City guys are moving up to a much
tougher class and they only get 1 guy from Arcadia or nobody at all. The coop should improve things it should not
drag guys out of the state tournament to get 1 more guy on the team at the most

3/11/2015 9:40 AM

131

1. Transportation for students, on the road more than you're actually practicing 2. Game Scheduling 3. The 50/50
agreement, will never be 50/50

3/11/2015 9:39 AM

132

1. time management when traveling 2. coaches that are neutral (not from either towns) 3. changing to a higher
class C-2

3/11/2015 9:39 AM

133

There is definitely a bit of favoritism with some coaches. Like if a coach is from Loup City, they favor Loup City
kids or if a coach is from Arcadia they favor Arcadia kids.

3/11/2015 9:39 AM

134

All High school practices should be in the town with the better facilities

3/11/2015 9:39 AM

135

Arcadia acts like they run Loup City Schools

3/11/2015 9:39 AM

136

When the two schools joined together it gave everyone more competition. It was nice to have more kids so we
can challenge ourselves to be better and at times when someone needed a break there was another person to
jump into their spot.

3/11/2015 9:38 AM

137

Sometimes they are very rude to us and it sucks when they say they don't need us in the co-op

3/11/2015 9:38 AM

138

I don't know

3/11/2015 9:38 AM

139

The Co-Op does not give students the same opportunities as being one school. The spots are not as available
for underclassmen and even Juniors to get spots on Varsity. We are both small schools. everyone knows that
small schools usually have most of the same members on JV as on Varsity. This limits the experience and
opportunities that the students are given. Most students from Arcadia and Loup City are not going on to be
professional athletes; this being said, high school is their only chance to really get the experience of sports.

3/11/2015 9:38 AM

140

The Co-Op does not effect me.

3/11/2015 9:38 AM

141

Coaches not favoring certain people from a specific school.

3/11/2015 9:38 AM

142

differenet coaches

3/11/2015 9:37 AM

143

Coaches need to sub in everybody

3/11/2015 9:37 AM

144

Everyone hates it unless we do well.

3/11/2015 9:34 AM

145

As the bigger school here at Loup City we could stop bending backwards for the much smaller school.

3/11/2015 9:34 AM

146

No Oppinion

3/11/2015 9:33 AM

147

have acadia get here on time instead of having our players wait for them

3/11/2015 9:33 AM

148

Getting rid of it

3/11/2015 9:33 AM

149

get rid of it and it will improve the whole system

3/11/2015 9:32 AM

150

No opinion

3/11/2015 9:32 AM
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151

The whole thing needs improvement by doing away with all of it.

3/11/2015 9:32 AM

152

better coaching

3/11/2015 9:32 AM

153

i have no opinion

3/11/2015 9:31 AM

154

The Arcadia kids don't have to improvement anything.

3/11/2015 9:22 AM
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Q7 Should we continue the Co-Op for the
following activities?
Answered: 164

Skipped: 6
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Football

Volleyball

Girls Golf

Cross Country

Wrestling

Boys Basketball

Girls
Basketball

Boys Golf

Track and Field
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Cross Country
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Girls Basketball

Boys Golf

Track and Field
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Total

56.96%
90

43.04%
68

158

63.69%
100

36.31%
57

157

71.71%
109

28.29%
43

152

72.85%
110

27.15%
41

151

76.16%
115

23.84%
36

151

60.51%
95

39.49%
62

157

62.58%
97

37.42%
58

155

65.36%
100

34.64%
53

153

63.87%
99

36.13%
56

155

